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 Raju asks for the entire capital he has earned, and promises to return in 21 days with double his wealth. Anuradha does not believe him, but agrees to wait. Raju's plan works. During 21 days, he accumulates more wealth than he had invested in the scheme. Anuradha thinks Raju has gone crazy. She finally sends him a telegram. Raju comes home, but finds that the entire family is already at a resort.
Anuradha reveals that she had found a lover and had left him. Her family had been on their vacation, and, upon learning of her relationship, had booked the resort. Her lover, who was at the same resort as the family, arrived shortly after Raju's departure. Cast Dharmendra as Raju Chatterjee Moushumi Chatterjee as Anuradha Sabitri Chatterjee as Amal Chowdhury Tanushree Dutta as Gita Anangshu

Roy as Chatterjee Sajid Khan as Suhagan (Anuradha's lover) Mitika Sharma as Monica Debashree Roy as Madhavi (Raju's wife) Chiranjeevi Saraf as D.I.G (police inspector) Sunil Kumar as Paramjit (Raju's brother) Swagata Mukherjee as Purnima Mihir Sharma as Chanchal Usha Nadkarni as Amal's mother References External links Category:1990s Hindi-language films Category:1995 films
Category:Films scored by Anu Malik Category:Indian filmsQ: How to make temporary columns and data from one table into an overview table in SQL Server 2012? I have a table tblData which has over 500000 rows of data. I have another table tblSourceData which has the same number of records. I would like to join them on the ID column to produce an overview table that would have all the data

of both tables plus the count of their rows. I have attempted this using PIVOT, but I am not very experienced in this SQL function and I do not get any output. Any help would be much appreciated. A: declare @tblData table (id int, colA int, col 82157476af
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